Abstract
Introduction
In software engineering, system construction normally does not start from raw requirements (in a natural language). Rather, raw requirements are usually 'engineered' into a requirements specification, which then provides the starting point for the system construction process. The requirements engineering process typically defines intermediate requirements models such as use case models. Intermediate requirements models have to be constructed manually, using human knowledge, experience and ingenuity. Such models at best only approximate the raw requirements. Therefore the same is true of the requirements specification that results from the requirements engineering process.
To maximise the chance of achieving a better match between the final system and the raw requirements, it would seem sensible to map raw requirements directly into elements of the desired system, and thereby construct the system. The question is whether such an approach is feasible and practicable. We believe it is, if it is based on a suitable * The idea in this paper was inspired by the work (on behaviour trees) of Geoff Dromey. component model. In this paper we propose an approach based on a component model that is an extension of a model that we defined previously.
Our approach is founded on the premise that an individual raw requirement can be mapped to a partial (componentbased) architecture containing appropriate components and (composition) connectors. Furthermore, a partial architecture can be extended in an incremental manner such that the extended (partial) architecture satisfies additional requirements, as well as those already satisfied in the initial partial architecture. Thus our approach can process requirements one by one and incrementally construct partial architectures that satisfy the requirements cumulatively; and when all the requirements have been processed, we have the complete architecture that satisfies all the requirements.
Related Work
Since our starting point is requirements in a natural language, there is a lot of existing work in linguistic analysis that is relevant, e.g. [1, 4, 7, 12, 15, 18, 24, 28, 29, 31] ; in particular, techniques for extracting information that pertains to system or architecture design. For lack of space we will not survey these techniques, but instead will briefly summarise how we adopt and adapt them for our own use in Section 3.3.
Having extracted relevant information from the requirements, the next step is to map them to architectures. Our approach is incremental, and deals with one requirement at a time. This is in contrast to work that takes into account all the requirements at once (e.g. [32] ), including incremental architecture design, which incrementally adds behaviour or properties to an architectural skeleton (e.g. [3] ). Our work is also different from work that incrementally develops requirements hand-in-hand with architectures (e.g. [27] ).
The work that is most closely related to our work is the Behaviour Tree approach [9] [10] [11] 13] . This translates in-dividual (raw) requirements into behaviour trees. A behaviour tree is a graph that represents the behaviour of a set of entities (called components) which realise or change states, make decisions, respond to or cause events, and interact by exchanging information and/or passing control. Behaviour trees for all the individual requirements (called requirements behaviour trees (RBTs)) are merged into a behaviour tree (called the design behaviour tree (DBT)) that describes the required behaviour of the whole system. Fig. 1 shows the RBTs for requirements R1 and R2 of Example 1 (Section 3.5) and their merged RBT. From the DBT of the whole system, a component interaction network is extracted, together with the behaviour of individual components.
Our Approach
We use a component model as the basis of an approach to constructing systems directly from requirements. The behaviour tree approach does not use a component model: it builds the behaviour tree of the desired system, extracts a system structure from the behaviour tree, and then generates code for the system. It is therefore not a componentbased approach. In particular, it does not have the notion of pre-existing components, but instead generates all the code for every system from scratch.
A component-based approach is better not only because it can re-use pre-existing components, but also because it can actually construct the system's architecture incrementally. The behaviour tree approach builds the behaviour tree for the system incrementally, but not the system itself.
Incremental Composition
To use a component-based approach for building systems directly from requirements, we need to choose a suitable component model, in particular one that supports incremental composition. In a component model, a composition corresponds to an architecture, and by incremental composition we mean composition that (i) allows the addition of more components, as well as the addition of further compositions, to an existing architecture; and (ii) preserves the behaviour (and hence properties) of the existing architecture within the incremented architecture.
By preserving the behaviour of the existing architecture, incremental composition supports an incremental approach to mapping requirements directly to systems. Requirements can be successively mapped one at a time into a partial architecture by adding further components and/or compositions. Initially, we start with an empty architecture, and increment it with a partial architecture such that it satisfies one requirement. Then for each of the other requirements, we successively increment the current partial architecture (by adding more components and compositions) such that, each time, the new architecture satisfies the new requirement, as well as all the previous ones, by virtue of behaviour preservation. The complete architecture is the final architecture when all requirements have been mapped in this way. We are only focused on functional requirements.
The semantics of incremental composition with respect to requirement mapping can be expressed as the relations in Fig. 2 , where Rs are requirements, Ss are partial architectures, and denotes the 'subset of' or 'is contained by' relation. We use loosely: {R1, . . . , Rn} S means partial architecture S satisfies the set of requirements R1, . . . , Rn; S1 S2 means partial architecture S2 contains partial architecture S1.
A Component Model with Incremental Composition
We have formulated a component model that supports incremental composition. The model supports building single-threaded, sequential systems. We will first describe the basic elements of our model, and then we will explain how the model supports incremental composition.
In our component model [19] [20] [21] computation and control are encapsulated separately. This separation and encapsulation enables us to map requirements to partial architectures in our model, by identifying computation and control specified in requirements and mapping them to corresponding elements in our model. In our model, components are encapsulated: they encapsulate control, data as well as computation. Our components have no external dependencies, and can therefore be depicted as in Fig. 3.2(a) and (c), with just a lollipop (provided service), and no socket (required service). There are two basic types of components: (i) atomic and (ii) composite. Fig 3.2(a) shows an atomic component. This consists of a computation unit (U) and an invocation connector (IU).
A computation unit contains a set of methods which do not invoke methods in the computation units of other components; it therefore encapsulates computation. An invocation connector passes control (and input parameters) received from outside the component to the computation unit to invoke a chosen method, and after the execution of method passes control (and results) back to whence it came, outside the component. It therefore encapsulates control. A composite component is built from atomic components by using a composition connector. Fig. 3 .2(b) shows a composition connector. This encapsulates a control structure, e.g. sequencing, branching, or looping, that connects the sub-components to the interface of the composite component ( Fig. 3.2(c) ). Since the atomic components encapsulate computation and control, so does the composite component. Our components therefore encapsulate control (and computation) at every level of composition. 1 Clearly, composition in our model is hierarchical, and it preserves encapsulation at every level. Fig. 3 .2(d) shows a simplified bank system with two components ATM and GA, composed by a sequencer composition connector SEQ. Control starts when the customer keys in his PIN (and maybe also the operation he wishes to carry out). The connector SEQ passes control to ATM, which checks the customer's PIN; then it passes control to GA (get account), which gets hold of the customer account details (and possibly perform the requested operation). Control then passes back to the customer.
Other composition connectors in our model include pipe for sequencing (it is the same as sequencer except a pipe passes the results from one component as input to the next), and selector for branching (it selects one component). We also have unary connectors which act as adaptors for composition connectors: loop for looping, 2 and guard for passing or inhibiting control flow to a composition connector.
In order to support incremental composition, (i) we allow composition connectors to be open in arity, thus allowing any number of components to be added to an existing composition connector; (ii) we allow composites to be open, i. An open composition connector can be closed (i.e. can 1 They also encapsulate data at every level of computation [22] . For simplicity we omit this here. 2 All loops must be finite, except for a loop at the top level of a system. Due to encapsulation in components, and hierarchical composition that preserves encapsulation, the composition in Fig. 4 satisfies the relations in Fig. 2 (considering open composites as partial architectures), i.e. it is indeed incremental composition. Encapsulation ensures that newly added components do not alter the behaviour of existing components, and hierarchical composition preserves requirements that have already been satisfied by the current partial architecture.
Finally, in current component models [23] , only Koala [26] supports a form of incremental composition by preserving properties defined in diversity interfaces of subcomponents. In other component models, the entire system is designed and/or constructed in one step, either in design phase (as in Enterprise JavaBeans [8] and UML2.0 [25] ) or in deployment phase (as in JavaBeans [14] ).
Extracting Information from Natural Language Requirements
Since we intend to map requirements to architectures in our component model, we wish to identify elements in requirements that correspond to the key semantic concepts in our model, and identify words (in requirements) that represent these concepts. Most object-based mapping approaches rely largely on identifying nouns and verbs because the object-oriented computational model supports only operands and operators [6] ; object-oriented software development [5] uses the rule that nouns correspond to objects or classes whereas verbs correspond to messages between objects.
As we have seen, the key semantic concepts in our component model are computation and control. Computation means data transformation or function evaluation, whereby values or functions are computed and variables may be updated. Control means the flow of execution of pieces of computation. Thus the result of a piece of control invoking a computation is a piece of behaviour. 3 We summarise what we extract from natural language requirements in the following tables. The main elements that we identify are verbs. Verbs generally refer to actions, events and processes [17] . We adopt and adapt Saeki's [29] and Roland's [28] rules for identifying verbs and mapping them into our component model elements. [28, 29] , State is adopted from State [28, 29] and Event is adopted from Emergence [28] .
A computation verb, e.g. withdraw, denotes a data transformation, which takes data as input, performs some function evaluation and outputs data, in order to achieve a specific objective. In general, data transformations can involve data access operations i.e. input/output operations; however, we do not use computation verbs to denote such data transformations. A state verb, e.g. keep, maintain, cooking, denotes computations that realise states, i.e. change the attribute values of components. An event verb, e.g. press, denotes an event that can trigger computations. 6 shows what we can extract from nouns. In Figure 6 , Conceptual component is adopted from Class [29] , Data is adopted from Value [29] , State is adopted from Attribute [29] and Computation is adopted from Action [29] . Figure 7 . Elements that can be extracted from phrases. Table 7 shows what we can extract from phrases. In Figure 7 , Descriptive expression is adopted from Descriptive expression [1] , Predicate is adopted from Predicate [1] and Control structure is adopted from English control structure [1] .
A descriptive expression phrase, e.g. the earlier date, may denote computations. Abott [1] specifies that a descriptive expression describes a possible object whose identity (and possibly even whose existence) must be determined by some computation. In our work, we are more concerned with computations rather than identifying objects. For example, "If the PIN is incorrect, the card is ejected ". The expression "..the PIN is incorrect.. "must some how be determined by a computation to verify the PIN, hence we say that the expression is associated with a verification computation.
A control structure phrase denotes flow of control such as if..then..else, while, iterate, loop, after, selection. Some constraints identified from requirements can also determine control structures.
A predicate phrase denotes operations that can be return true or false such as checking status or state(e.g., isEnabled, isValid).
Mapping Individual Requirements to Partial Architectures
Starting with raw requirements, we construct systems directly from them. Our approach deals with individual requirements, one at a time. We analyse the first requirement using the tables in the previous section and map it into a partial architecture in our component model. This partial architecture is the initial system architecture. Then for each subsequent requirement we deal with, we analyse and map it into a partial architecture and use incremental composition to compose this partial architecture with the current system architecture. When the last requirement has been processed, the final system architecture is obtained. In this section, we explain the steps of this process.
Step 1
Identify computations and choose components. For the current requirement, we analyse it and look for verbs, nouns or phrases that denote computation.
For example, in the following requirement R1 (from Example 1, Section 3.5):
R1 A customer will be required to insert an ATM card and enter a personal identification number (PIN).
we can identify candidate computations 'insert card' and 'enter PIN'. So we know we need to provide components with 'read card' and 'read PIN' operations .
For each computation, we have to choose a candidate component, which is either an existing component in a repository or a new conceptual component identified from a noun in the requirement. Of course we can group many computations into one component. Conversely, we can split a single computation between several components.
For R1, we decide to separate the computation into two candidate components, CardReader and PinReader. For lack of space, we do not discuss how to identify these components in a repository; rather we assume that if they cannot be found in a repository, then we will develop them.
Step 2

Identify control flow and choose composition connectors.
Whenever we identify more than one component, the next step is to identify the flow of execution between those components.
In R1, we map the word 'and' to a sequential control flow between the two computations. 
Figure 8. Results of Steps 1 and 2 so far for R1
We add an interface to each component that shows the operations it provides. The interface also signifies encapsulation.
Based on the control flow identified, we can decide the type of composition connector that is appropriate: use a sequencer to sequence between computations; use a pipe if data from one component is needed to be piped to the other components; use a selector for branching. In addition, we can use guard or loop for adapting a composition connector.
Of course, we can use a combination (i.e. composition) of composition connectors (and adaptors).
For R1, the appropriate composition connector is clearly a sequencer.
Step 3
Create partial architecture. The results of Steps 1 and 2 should be sufficient to enable us to construct a partial architecture for the requirement.
For R1, the partial architecture is shown in Fig. 9(a) . 
Step 4
Compose this partial architecture with the current system architecture. This is done using incremental composition. Suppose in addition to R1, we also have R2 (also from Example 1, Section 3.5): R2 A customer must be able to make a cash withdrawal from the linked account. Approval must be obtained from the bank before cash is dispensed.
Then using Steps 2 to 3 we can map R2 to the partial architecture shown in Fig. 9(b) .
Step 4 composes this with the current system architecture (the partial architecture for R1 ( Fig. 9(a) ), to yield the new system architecture shown in Fig. 9(c) . The details for Fig. 9(b) and (c) will be explained later in Example 1 (Section 3.5).
Step 5
Finalise the system architecture. When all the requirements have been mapped, we have an architecture for the whole system. This architecture still has available composition points, and can therefore be refined, adapted or optimised. Components could be combined into larger composites; a set of connectors could be optimised to a single connector; connectors could be adapted by adaptors to add behaviour that is implicit in the requirements. The last step of the finalisation process is to remove any remaining available composition points, thus closing the whole (final) architecture.
The incremental composition step, Step 4, may not be possible if the partial architecture of the current requirement cannot be related to the current system architecture. This can easily happen since the requirements document is unstructured. When this happens, we have to postpone the incremental composition for this requirement until it becomes possible. If it never becomes possible, then as with all requirements, there may be problems with the requirements themselves, and we may need to consult the client to resolve any ambiguities, inconsistencies or incompleteness in the requirements.
In each incremental composition, there may be many possible composition points (denoted by '. . . ' in an open composition connector) associated with many open composition connectors. A correct composition point must be chosen in order for the composition to achieve the behaviour that is stated in the requirement. In particular, once we have chosen the composition connector, we need to decide whether a new component can be added at any composition point in the connector, or whether it must be added before or after any of the other existing components composed by the connector. This decision of course depends on the expected behaviour stated in the requirement. We adopt the following rule:
[Rule 1] Choosing a correct composition point. If the requirement states that the new component does not alter the existing control flow, then the new component can be added anywhere. For example, if the composition connector in question is a selector, then new components can be added anywhere. We will see examples of correct composition points in Example 1 (Section 3.5).
A Complete Example
We demonstrate our approach on a complete example, a simplified Automated Teller Machine (ATM) system. 4 
Example 1.
The requirements for ATM are as follows:
R1 The ATM will service one customer at a time. A customer will be required to insert an ATM card and enter a personal identification number (PIN).
R2
A customer must be able to make a cash withdrawal from the linked account. Approval must be obtained from the bank before cash is dispensed.
R3
A customer must be able to deposit cash to the linked account that can be inserted to the cash slot. Approval must be obtained from the bank before physically accepting the cash.
R4
A customer must be able to make a transfer of money between any two accounts originated from the linked account.
R5
A customer must be able to make a balance enquiry of the linked account.
R6
If the customer fails to be authenticated, the card will be rejected.
We have already shown how to map R1 to a partial architecture ( Fig. 9(a) ). This is our initial system architecture.
Consider R2. We identify the computation verbs (Table 5) approve, and dispense cash, and the computation noun (Table 6 ) cash withdrawal as computations. So we identify Authentication (for approve), Withdraw and DispenseCash components. The result of the approve computation has to be checked before we allow the cash withdrawal and dispense cash computations to be performed. So we use a pipe connector to compose Authentication with a composite of Withdrawal and DispenseCash. The latter composite is the result of another pipe connector. The partial architecture for R2 is as shown in Fig. 9(b) . We need a guard adaptor for the composite of the Withdraw and DispenseCash components, because we only allow control to reach it if the result of invoking the Authentication component is positive.
Now we try to use incremental composition to compose the partial architecture for R2 with the current system architecture (partial architecture for R1). The results of the computations in R1 are needed for those in R2. Therefore we need to use a pipe to compose the two partial architectures. The top-level pipe in the partial architecture for R2 provides a suitable composition point for the partial architecture for R1. This is in accordance with Rule 1. The partial architecture that results from this incremental composition is shown in Fig. 9(c) . In R3, we identify computation verbs deposit and accept cash as computations; and a pipe to pass data between them. The prior authentication that is required is provided by the same Authentication component in the partial architecture for {R1,R2}. Thus the partial architecture for R3 is as shown in Fig. 10(a) .
To compose the partial architecture for R3 with the current system architecture (partial architecture for {R1,R2}), we need not duplicate the Authentication component in the latter, which means that the top-level pipe in the latter provides a suitable composition point for the partial architecture for R3. This is in accordance with Rule 1. The result of this incremental composition is the partial architecture in Fig. 10(b) .
In R4, R5, R6, R7 prior authentication is also required, and is provided by the existing Authentication component. In each case, the top-level pipe connector in the current system architecture provides the correct composition point. Therefore, incremental composition for R4,R5 and R4 is carried out in the same manner as for R3. Omitting the details, the partial architecture for {R1,R2,R3,R4,R5,R6,R7} is as shown in Fig. 11 . In R7, we identify computation verbs display and print receipt as computations. We decide to put these two computations into a single component PrintReceipt. As we approach the mapping process incrementally, we could not be sure of what are the options to be handled until we arrive at the last requirement i.e. relevant for a selection case. Hence, we do not specify the selector connector directly for this step in this example.
The remaining step is to finalise the system architecture. In Fig. 11 , we can see that the guards used are checking the same values, i.e. the approval status and the transaction type. These constraints can be encapsulated in a selector connector whereby the constraints can be checked only once and the result determines which component receives the control flow. Another refinement we can make is to add a loop connector to the top-level connector. This makes the ATM system always ready for the next customer. This is not explicitly stated in the requirements, but is always required for on-line systems. Finally we close all the open compositions, and thus closing all the open interfaces. The final system is shown in Fig. 12 . 
Implementation
At present we do not have a tool for editing and analysing requirements, and we map requirements to partial architectures manually. However, we do have a tool that implements incremental composition. The value of such a tool is obviously that it enables us to construct systems and then execute them. Thus it allows us to validate a final system architecture with respect to the system's requirements. By running suitable test cases, we can show that the system satisfies its requirements. The success of the tool in general also experimentally validates our approach of system construction directly from requirements in a natural language.
We have used the tool to build the ATM system from Example 1. Fig. 13(a) shows the partial architecture for R1. It corresponds to Fig 9(a) . Fig. 13(b) shows the result of composing the partial architectures for R1 and R2. It corresponds to Fig. 9(c) . The final system architecture for Example 1 after the finalisation step is depicted in Fig. 3.6(a) . It corresponds to Fig. 12 . We have also used the tool to validate the ATM system with respect to its requirements. Fig. 3 .6(b) shows sample results produced by executing the ATM system. We do not have the space to show the details of the test cases, but the results do indeed validate the ATM system.
Our tool facilitates experimenting with case studies, and thus allows us to test our approach on case studies of arbitrary size and complexity. In addition to the ATM example, we have experimented with a number of case studies from the literature. One of the non-trivial examples is the Steam Boiler case study [2] . This contains thirty requirements specifying the control of the water level in a steam-boiler. The system comprises the steam-boiler, a water level measurement device (WLMD), four water pumps, four pump controller devices (PCD), a steam measurement device (SMD), and a message transmission system (MTS). The program operates in several modes of operation: initialisation, normal, degraded, rescue and emergency stop. By using our tool the final architecture can be shown in Fig. 15 , 
Discussion and Conclusion
We have presented an approach for constructing component-based systems directly from raw requirements. Our primary concern is to have an architecture that satisfies all the requirements. Clearly the architecture that our method produces may not be the best possible design according to various criteria. For example, the corresponding system may not be efficient in terms of execution speed.
Our approach is based on a component model that supports incremental composition, which again distinguishes our work from existing related approaches. We have defined incremental composition, and demonstrated how it works for incremental system construction using individual requirements. Such an incremental approach allows us to deal with any number of requirements, and therefore it should scale up to arbitrarily large requirements documents. To demonstrate that this is the case, we plan to implement a tool for editing and automatically analysing requirements and mapping them to partial architectures. Further evaluation of the extraction results will also be considered in future.
Our approach is basically heuristic, and requires human guidance and decision making. Nonetheless we have defined the steps and rules we follow, for the sake of consistency. The biggest challenge, especially when dealing with a large number of requirements, arises when we fail to find a suitable composition point in the current system architecture for composing it with the partial architecture for the current requirement. Our current strategy is to put the current partial architecture 'on hold' and try and compose it with the (current) system architecture when it becomes possible. In the examples we have experimented with, this strategy has worked.
For example, in the Steam Boiler example, this problem arises, probably due to the fact that the set of requirements for the case study is ordered according to the operation modes of the program. Eventually, however, we manage to compose the partial architectures of all the requirements (Fig. 15) . In this regard, it is interesting to note that conceptual components (Table 6 ) can be used for as yet unknown computations, which can be determined from subsequent requirements.
On the other hand, we have non-determinism when there are more than one possible composition point. This is bound to arise when dealing with a large number of requirements. There cannot be hard and fast rules here, and human guidance is the only practical solution. In our analysis of natural language requirements, many other elements could be identified than at present. We have only focused on computation and control so far. Our component model can be refined to incorporate these elements, e.g. active components, data flow, etc., and indeed different versions of our model are being constructed to accommodate them.
Another important issue to be investigated in future is architecture refactoring, and when and how it is possible. Our present approach clearly may not work for generic software systems, since it is predicated on the belief that all key concepts derived from the requirements can be encapsulated. The latter will only be true for systems with restricted behaviours or for highly compositional domains. In order to overcome this handicap, we need to be able to refactor an architecture, specifically the connector hierarchy, such that the behaviour demanded by a new requirement can be correctly added to the architecture. We plan to investigate tech-niques like [16] .
Finally, the main aim of our future work has to be to experiment with our approach on large requirements documents. For this we will need to implement an editor and analyser for requirements that could allow us to map individual requirements to partial architectures, and to carry out incremental composition, automatically as far as possible. It will also provide support for recording and managing partial architectures that are 'on hold', as well as matching them with possible composition points in the current system architecture. When this tool is ready, we will be able to compare our approach with the behaviour trees approach, which already has such a tool for mapping requirements to behaviour trees but not directly to architectures.
